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This entire transmission line is not needed by NH and will destroy the aesthetics, beauty and
thousands of acres of northern NH landscape. It does not matter whether it is aerial or buried, it will
all destroy the long term beauty and economy of northern NH. Both aerial and buried lines are all
subject to catastrophic failures. The difference with buried failures is there is no warning until the
primary phase goes to ground. It is a hidden truth that all of us in the utilities industry are fully aware
of. Most of these buried failures result in loss of life's and explosions which burn homes and camps.
As a property of a camp in Clarksville NH, I did not buy this camp to look at these transmission lines
in any way shape or form from my living room.
Unfortunately PSCO / EVERSOURCE and Northern Pass
HAS NOT OFFERED to buy my LAND and Camp, with the VIEW of these
TRANSMISSION TOWERS and LINES.
As a property owner in Clarksville NH , I will be filling for property tax view abatement's, for the
devaluing of my property if this project gets approved. Which will result in lower taxes being paid to
the town. This is all due to the greed of a corrupt corporation called Eversource which has been lying
and stealing from the Ratepayers of the State of NH since day one of this project.
There is no reason to approve this project, NH ratepayers will not benefit from it.
There is already existing a perfectly good transmission line which Hydro Canada could use just a
few miles from where they are proposing the crossing in Clarksville. The only problem for
Eversource is that they do not own that transmission line.

